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b. According to AECAVATINA 5, SMOTH representative C._	 :=I intends
to visit Munich on 24 and 25 November at which time he will introduce his replace-
ment to AECAVATINA 5	 :aearlier indicated to AECAVATINA 5 that he int ndedc.
to retire during the latter part of 1955.
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1. On 15 November 1955, during a regularly scheduled contact with the
undersigned, AECASSOWARY 3 and 6 furnished the following information:

a. AECAVATINA 5, in discussions with AECASSOWARY 3, indicated that
SMOTH was in receipt of a message in which it was indicated that the team had
already departed for the West. However, AECAVATINA 5 did not indicate whether
this was a message received subsequent to that indicated in paragraph 1C of
above reference.
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•ec c. AECASSOWARY 7 is currently in Munich in orde to take care of cer-
tain internal AECASSOWARY 1 matters, the nature of which w re not indicated. In
addition he will attempt to conve definitive plans for unification of the
Ukrainian emigration in line wit4ocurrent efforts by • . ; 1 ITSKY, of th anti-
BANDERA ZCHOUN, and those of D.,,...RIYEVSKYY, .of. the OUN 0 in this directio
which efforts seem to have found sane responsive chord anion: the emigres. AS-
SCWARY 3 also indicated that AECASSOWARY 7 will hold several sessions in
increase the effectiveness of the AECASSOWARY 1 publication.

d, Partialy because of the favorable reception given the literary
section of the AECASSOWARY 1 publication by the Ukrainian emigre colony and
partially because this facet has not been covered in ot er emigre publications
the AECASSOWARY 1 publica ion is initiatin: a gocio-conc section to its
pages. The editor of this section will be ofessor 	 ONONV KO, who is
currently employpd with th:	 ASSOWARY 1 . 3 .* I stdy g oup( 	tributing
editors will be rofesso - 4 44.ILIZATI (Dr) Evh / OVYNSKYY, ,.nd Dr ;' OVYCH.

2. AECASSOWARI 3 request;. that he be ap rised aC the decision eached
regard to KUBARK subsidization of the anti-BANDERA ZCHOUN newspaper, "Ukrainsk
Samostiynik", According to AECASSOWARY 4, this subsidization was under con-
sideration by KUBARK earlier in 19550 AECASSOWARY 3 was apprised that an attempt
will be made to learn the current status of this projected KUCAGE effort and that
he would be informed accordingly0
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3. It is requested that MOB\be advised of Headquarters intents insofar
as KUBARK subsidization of this publication is concerned.
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